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Our presentation aimed to present several food system outcomes, and link them to social, political, 

economic, and environmental drivers. In the workshop we wanted to focus on the drivers, and we cre-

ated an interactive stakeholder analysis to allow participants to step into the role of a stakeholder 

along the value chain. In groups, participants chose one of five challenges to food and nutrition securi-

ty in the USA; GMO labelling, drought and water rights, expansion of federal nutrition assistance pro-

grams, food aid, and organic marketing within corporate social responsibility. Within each challenge, 

groups were assigned a specific stakeholder and asked to frame an argument from that perspective 

based on a packet of given information. We had fifteen participants, whom we divided into three 

groups covering three of the five challenges (GMO labelling, expansion of federal food assistance 

programs and corporate responsibility).  

 

The challenges reflected real debates in food security and policy in the US, and although the stake-

holder characters were imaginary they did reflect real constraints actors face when approaching these 

issues, i.e. limited time and incomplete information. The purpose of this exercise was to imagine how 

certain constraints lead actors to make choices that produce negative outcomes. For example, some 

stakeholders were responsible to a corporation, and others were accountable to the people they rep-

resented. We asked participants to imagine themselves in a role, but to not feel limited by the scenario 

described and to draw from experiences in their home countries. We wanted the workshop to rein-

force the structure of the presentation, and add the additional element of stakeholder choices to com-

plete the story. In the presentation we learned that drivers produce outcomes. The workshop was in-

tended to show how those drivers are produced. This exercise was an opportunity for participants to 

step outside their own role in the food system, and experience these issues from another perspective. 

The workshop was a success, and participants brought solutions from their own countries, and back-

grounds, and applied them to the American context effectively. Each group presented a convincing 

argument for their respective challenge and generated good discussion within the groups and with all 

participants. A larger group, and more working time may have enhanced the workshop experience, 

but we wanted to engage all the participants, and this was done successfully. 
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